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www.independentdistillers.ca
Email: info@independentdistillers.caTel. 780-660-4646

Alberta Agent

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR MORE INFORMATION

CHINA WHITE  
CREME DE CACAO  
& IRISH CREAM. 
4 x 30mL- 20% alc./vol. 
732442 • $7.00 WP

POLAR BEAR 
WHITE CHOCOLATE CREAM LIQUEUR  
& PEPPERMINT LIQUEUR. 
4 x 30mL- 20% alc./vol. 
768680 • $7.00 WP

MIAMI VICE 
STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI  
& PINA COLADA. 
4 x 30mL- 20% alc./vol. 
759998 • $7.00 WP

SEX ON THE BEACH  
TROPICAL PEAR, BANANA 
SCHNAPPS & IRISH CREAM. 
4 x 30mL- 20% alc./vol.  
732441 • $7.00 WP

BUTTERY NIPPLE CHOCOLATE 
CHOCOLATE CREAM LIQUEUR & 
BUTTERSOTCH FLAVOURED VODKA. 
4 x 25mL- 20% alc./vol. 
765971 • $7.00 WP

RATTLESNAKE 
80 PROOF TEQUILA 
& LIME LIQUEUR. 
4 x 25mL- 20% alc./vol. 
748158 • $7.00 WP

BLAZIN’ APPLE 
ROOTBEER FLAVOURED LIQUEUR 
& VANILLA CREAM LIQUEUR. 
4 x 25mL- 20% alc./vol.  
760439 • $7.00 WP

HOT LICKS 
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON 
WHISKEY & CINNAMON SCHNAPPS. 
4 x 30mL- 20% alc./vol. 
764247 • $5.19 WP

SUPER STAR 
SOUR RASPBERRY SCHNAPPS  
& BLUE CURACAO. 
4 x 30mL- 20% alc./vol. 
732050 • $7.00 WP

BUTTERY SWIRL 
BUTTERSCOTCH &  
VANILLA CREAM LIQUEUR. 
4 x 30mL- 20% alc./vol. 
732051• $7.00 WP

B52  
CREAMY COFFEE LIQUEUR & 
ORANGE FLAVOURED LIQUEUR. 
4 x 30mL- 20% alc./vol. 
732111 • $7.00 WP

WHIPPED CHOCOLATE  
CHOCOLATE CREAM LIQUEUR  
& WHIPPED CREAM VODKA. 
4 x 30mL- 20% alc./vol. 
754154 • $7.00 WP

SCREAMING “O” 
ALMOND & COFFEE  
CREAM LIQUEUR. 
4 x 25mL- 20% alc./vol. 
765973 • $7.00 WP

ROOTBEER FLIRT 
ROOTBEER FLAVOURED LIQUEUR 
& VANILLA CREAM LIQUEUR. 
4 x 25mL- 20% alc./vol.  
765983 • $7.00 WP

STRAWBERRY SUNDAE 
TWISTED WITH STRAWBERRY 
& CREAM LIQUEUR. 
4 x 25mL- 20% alc./vol.  
748159 • $7.00 WP

KILLER BEE 
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON 
WHISKEY & HONEY LIQUOR. 
4 x 30mL- 20% alc./vol. 
764245 • $5.19 WP9-Flavour Twisted Shotz Counter Rack

MERCHANDISE TWISTED SHOTZ IN YOUR STORE FOR INCREMENTAL PROFITABILITY

TWISTED SHOTZ BOX  
15 x 30mL- 20% alc./vol.  

A MIXED 15-PACK OF:  
B52, WHIPPED CHOC, MIAMI VICE, SEX ON THE 

BEACH, CHINA WHITE, SUPERSTAR. 
759965 • $18.37 WP

TWISTED SHOTZ PARTY PACK  
15 x 30mL- 20% alc./vol.  

A MIXED 15-PACK OF: 
STRAWBERRY SUNDAE, RATTLESNAKE, BUTTERY 

NIPPLE,SEX ON THE BEACH, PORN STAR. 
768856 • $18.41 WP

TWISTED SHOTZ SUMMER PARTY PACK  
15 x 30mL- 20% alc./vol.  

A MIXED 15-PACK OF: 
PEACHES N’CREAM, ROOT BEER FLIRT, DOS LOCOS 

PALOMA, WHIPPED CHOCOLATE, MIAMI VICE. 
765984 • $18.41 WP

THE ULTIMATE IMPULSE PRODUCTS

http://www.independentdistillers.ca
mailto:info@independentdistillers.ca
http://www.independentdistillers.ca
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While liquor stores up north are struggling with the slowdown in the oil patch, the AGLC 
implemented price increases that could make business even more challenging. In October, prices 
increased for consumers, who had to pay 5% more for liquor - an average of about two cents more 
for a bottle of beer and 18 cents more for a bottle of wine. On top of that, large breweries producing 
more than 200,000 hectolitres will be paying a tax of $1.25 per litre, and those increases have been 
passed along to the consumer. 

On a brighter note, micro-breweries in Alberta, BC, and Saskatchewan will benefit from lower taxes, 
so your store now has an incentive to bring in more local craft beer to sell at a lower price point. Read 
the Beer Notes column for more details on how this tax affects your business.

To help you maintain a strong bottom line, we’re looking at ways to lower labour costs and prevent 
theft in this issue. On the top line side, tips on signage will improve the shopping experience for your 
customers and ideas on hosting special events will help drive new customers to your store.

Please let us know if there are topics that you would like us to address in Liquor Retailer. This is your 
magazine, so feel free to drop us a line anytime. 

Wishing you a successful year in 2016!

Joyce Hayne, Publisher & Editor

joyce@emcmarketing.com

1-800-667-0955

Editor’s Notes

February 2 IVSA New Product Salon & Trade Tasting Seminar Q’Haute Cuisine, Calgary
www.ivsa.ca

February 3 IVSA New Product Salon & Trade Tasting Seminar Chateau Lacombe, Edmonton
www.ivsa.ca

February 12 & 13 Winefest Edmonton Shaw Conference Centre, Hall D
www.celebratewinefest.com/edmonton

February 19-20 Winefest Calgary Stampede Park BMO Centre, Hall E
www.celebratewinefest.com/calgary

May 6-7 Calgary International Beerfest Stampede Park BMO Centre, Halls A-E
www.albertabeerfestivals.com/events-services/calgary-international-beer-festival

June 3-4 Edmonton Craft Beer Festival Edmonton Expo Centre at Northlands
www.albertabeerfestivals.com/events-services/edmonton-craft-beer-festival

2015-2016 
Board of Directors

 
Chairman
Paul Howe

8th Street Crescent Heights

Vice-Chairman
Bob Richardson

Crowfoot Liquor Store

Secretary
Grant Graves

Kensington Wine Market

Treasurer
Allie Radford

Anderson’s Liquor 

Past-Chairman
Adam Koziak

Chateau Louis Store

Central Alberta Director
Jay Robinson

Wainwright Liquor and Cold Beer 

Northern Alberta Director
Scott Mather
Liquor Town

Southern Alberta Director
Brent Newman

Sobeys

Edmonton Director
Gerald Proctor

Liquor Stores GP Ltd

Calgary Director
Don McConkey 

Co-op Wine, Spirits, Beer

Directors at Large
Christine Doell

Original Beach Liquor Store
Marc Leblanc
Liquor Lodge

Special Advisor to the President
Irv Kipnes

Chairman’s Council
Greg Krischke

Corinthia Liquor

ALSA President
Ivonne Martinez

ALSA Member Services Coordinator
Howard Riddel

ALSA Office Manager 
Cassandra Murray

ALSA Office
2707 Ellwood Drive

Edmonton, AB T6X 0P7
Phone: 780-415-5176

Toll Free: 1-888-233-3370
info@alsaweb.ca
www.alsaweb.ca

by Joyce Hayne

upcoming events

mailto:joyce@emcmarketing.com
http://www.ivsa.ca
http://www.ivsa.ca
http://www.celebratewinefest.com/edmonton
http://www.celebratewinefest.com/calgary
http://www.albertabeerfestivals.com/events-services/calgary-international-beer-festival
http://www.albertabeerfestivals.com/events-services/edmonton-craft-beer-festival
mailto:info@alsaweb.ca
http://www.alsaweb.ca
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ALSA’s Message

2016 has already started with a bang with issues that will be affecting 
our liquor retail industry. The federal government has announced that it 
will be legalizing marijuana, and some provinces like Ontario feel liquor 
stores have the infrastructure in place to sell this controlled substance. 
Although it is premature to discuss how the Alberta government will 
handle this issue, many feel liquor stores would be the natural choice to 
sell marijuana. There are many concerns around social responsibly that 
would need to be answered, along with safety and enforcement. ALSA 
will be consulting with our membership in the next couple of months to 
develop a position on this evolving matter. Other issues that have been 
flagged by members are minimum pricing, special event licenses, and 
minimum wage. With a possible liquor review in 2016, it is vital to have 
member engagement.  

How Can You Get Involved?

ALSA is a not-for-profit organization, which means that the board of 
directors is elected by the membership and makes policy decisions 
for the association. Every member has a right to participate in those 
decisions, and therefore contribute to the goals and outcomes needed 
to protect your investment in your business.

What’s New for 2016?

Last October’s Alberta Liquor Industry Conference introduced a new 
session that was very well received by participants: a candid discussion 
with Bill Robinson, President and CEO of AGLC. Robinson responded 
to many questions posed about the present and future of both AGLC 
and the liquor retail industry. If you missed it, and you have questions 
you would like to pose to AGLC or Connect Logistics, please send them 
to ALSA and we will publish responses in upcoming issues of Liquor 
Retailer. 

We have also introduced a new educational feature on the ALSA website 
called “Ask Margaux”. Margaux Burgess is ALSA’s industry liaison and 
a sommelier. She consults with us on developments and trends in wine 
and spirits as well as social media. She would love to hear from you with 
questions regarding such things as interesting pairings, new products, 
and special events that are happening.

We also have an “Upcoming Events” section in Liquor Retailer that lists 
major forthcoming events for ALSA and the retail liquor industry. Let us 
know if you have any industry events coming up.

The first year of ALSA’s Liquor Retailer has been a tremendous success. 
We have appreciated your feedback and look forward to hearing from 
you in 2016.  

by Ivonne Martinez

http://mcclellandbeers.ca
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On the Outside

Your store’s location, layout, local bylaws, 

and landlord will determine much of your 

decision-making. To attract customers from 

the road, put flags or other kinds of large signs 

on grass berms if you have them. Keep the 

wording simple for drivers. “Flags are cost-

effective if they’re generic, like ‘Sale On Now!’ 

versus specific dates,” says Colleen Nasholm, 

account manager at Display Design Systems 

Ltd. Millbourne Liquor Store in Edmonton has 

a simple roadside sign with the store name; 

this is in keeping with the signs from the other 

businesses in the mall.

Nearer to your store, you might put a board 

or stand on the sidewalk. If you don’t own 

your property, you’ll need your landlord’s 

permission for this. Traditional indoor/

outdoor sandwich boards let you hand-print 

your message. Sandwich boards with a snap-

in frame for posters and specials (customized 

by you or provided by suppliers) let you change 

your message, and are cost-effective over the 

long run.

The style and structure of your building will 

determine how signs can hang (e.g. mounted 

to the building; weighted and hung from the 

roof) - or whether they can be used at all. 

Your neighbourhood and clientele will also 

determine exterior sign styles. If you’re in a 

heritage building, for example, you may use 

vertical vinyl banners for a classy, low-key way 

of getting people’s attention. 

On the Inside

We’ve all been into a store that feels cluttered 

by too much signage. The aesthetic trend 

now is away from too much signage, too 

many colours, and too many messages. “The 

reps used to put gaudy signage all over the 

place, like giant cardboard signs,” says Kim 

Barton, owner of BWI Business World. Barton 

advises that signs that can be integrated into 

the shelving are popular. They are clean, 

colourful, and eye-catching without taking up 

Effective Signage 
Informative, eye-catching and 
attractive is the name of the game

Figuring out the right signage for your store doesn’t have to be a headache. First, 
you want to bring people in off the street. Second, once your customers are 
inside, you want them to be able to quickly find the area of the store that they’re 
looking for. And finally, you want to highlight sales, specialty items, and staff 
picks at the product level. 

by Alex Van Tol
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space and blocking the customer’s view of other products or prices. You 

can also have label strips customized for your shelves, and swap labels 

in and out as needed. 

Tyler Nicholson, manager of Millbourne Liquor Store, prefers to keep 

signage minimal inside his store. Nicholson explains that usually people 

have a good idea of what they want when they come into his store. 

Another Edmonton store even takes all the neck banners off its wine 

bottles to preserve a sleek look.

Right when your customer walks in, consider having a 22x28 sign 

holder that allows you to change out the posters to reflect weekly or 

monthly deals. This sign might even have a flyer stand attached, so your 

customers can snag a copy of what’s on special. “The things you want 

to promote should be right at the front, where people come in,” explains 

Nasholm. 

Sandwich boards with a snap-in frame for post-
ers and specials let you change your message.   [ ]

Tasting notes, staff picks and specialty items (e.g. gluten-free and/or 

organic offerings) can be highlighted using custom signs that slip into a 

plastic sleeve and clip onto a shelf, or starbursts, which come in a variety 

of colours and sizes and can be taped or stuck nearly anywhere. Tasting 

notes - either yours or the supplier’s - can be placed inside little plastic 

sleeves to give your clients information and insights about a product. You 

can also look into ordering the newest tiny 1x1 squares that alert customers 

to the type of beers you sell (e.g. bright, bold dark, balanced etc.). 

It’s worth considering a colour scheme, such as using only your store’s 

logo colours. One store uses only black starbursts with gold and silver 

metallic lettering, says Barton, while another uses only black and lime 

green signage. “It depends on the market too,” she describes. “For 

example, Pincher Creek is going to be a different market than, say, 

Calgary.” Often retailers will order a mixed-colour package of starbursts 

and then use the colours on a seasonally rotating basis: green and red for 

Christmas; pastels for Easter; orange and black for Hallowe’en. And you 

can use certain colours of shelf tags to denote specialty items, such as 

organic products or those that are produced using biodynamic methods. 

You can now even print your logo and promotions onto a cardboard 4- or 

6-pack carrying box that a) encourages people to fill the box with bottles of 

wine - thereby boosting sales, and b) leaves your store and gets paraded 

around in the outside world. Now that’s true sign power!

http://www.bwibusinessworld.com
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Signs in the Digital Age

Digital price tags are poised to revolutionize 

the LRS business, especially for stores with 

multiple locations. “Now you can do all your 

sales and pricing changes from one central 

computer,” explains Clifford Weerpass, 

principal at Lions Port Products. “So if you 

have five locations, you can change all the 

prices from head office. The margin of error 

is now based on just one person entering the 

data on the computer rather than employees 

at five different stores.” Widely used in Europe 

and Japan, the digital price tags are relatively 

new in North America. Nicholson says it’s an 

appealing idea: “I wouldn’t be opposed to it, 

given how often prices change. I change more 

than fifty tags a week.”

According to Tom Hocker, account manager 

for Best Buy Business Solutions, uptake on 

large digital signboards is slower than in the 

Tasting notes, staff picks and specialty items can be 
highlighted using custom signs.[ ]

restaurant or lodging industry since most 

producers supply signage to liquor retailers, 

but they’re coming on-stream. Hocker says 

a smart retailer can get the signs to pay for 

themselves while still driving sales by inviting 

suppliers to purchase advertising targeted 

to the store’s daily, seasonal and overall 

customer volume. Keep an eye out for smart 

monitors in the future too, that can gather data 

according to how long patrons linger in front 

of certain displays in your store.

The bottom line on signs? What works for 

your store will be unique to your clientele, 

your size, your location, and your focus. Take 

a look at what draws your eye when you’re 

shopping in other liquor stores. We’re living in 

a relatively message-choked world nowadays; 

your customers will likely linger longer if 

you’re not crowding their brains with too much 

information.

http://www.lionsportproducts.com
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397,700

139,861

102,834

109,294

48,886

62,815

6,587

45,496

77,785

1,470,000

398,770

145,118

105,600

115,024

59,363

64,775

7,318

47,136

79,336

1,556,000

Year over Year in HL as of DecEMBER 15 2015

2014 2015

0.27% change0.27% change

3.76% change

2.69% change

5.24% change

6.02% change

21.43% change

3.12% change

11.1% change

1.99% change

5.85% change

Source: Connect Logistics

liquor sales 
trends

Imported Beer

Canadian Spirits

Import Spirits

Canadian Wine

Ciders/Coolers

Whisky

Gin

Rum

Vodka

Year over 
Year Total

product 
showcase
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Bodegas Salentein 
Reserve Malbec 2013
Red Wine
Argentina

Salentein is a leader 
in cultivating global 
awareness of the 
emerging premium 
wineries of Argentina. 
A new vision of quality 
- with plantings of 
classical varietals, 
preservation of old vines, 
application of European 
artistry, and advanced 
technology - is yielding 
world-class wines.

The Reserve Malbec 
offers intense and 
complex aromas of red 
fruits, blackberries as 
well as delicate floral 
notes. On the palate, it is 
sweet, fresh, fruity and 
intense. The wine opens 
up in the mid palate 
to deliver a wonderful, 
lingering finish.

750ml
+755804  $13.18 Whsl

403-374-0515
www.vwwinemarketing.com

Bodegas Salentein 
Reserve Malbec 2013
Red Wine
Argentina

Salentein is a leader 
in cultivating global 
awareness of the 
emerging premium 
wineries of Argentina. 
A new vision of quality 
- with plantings of 
classical varietals, 
preservation of old vines, 
application of European 
artistry, and advanced 
technology - is yielding 
world-class wines.

The Reserve Malbec 
offers intense and 
complex aromas of red 
fruits, blackberries as 
well as delicate floral 
notes. On the palate, it is 
sweet, fresh, fruity and 
intense. The wine opens 
up in the mid palate 
to deliver a wonderful, 
lingering finish.

750ml
+755804  $13.18 Whsl

403-374-0515
www.vwwinemarketing.com

RELAX Pink
RELAX Riesling
Rosé, White Wine
Spain

New To Alberta 
RELAX Pink is a fun, 
fruity Spanish Rosé 
with fresh aromas of 
strawberries, raspberries 
and cherries. It is 
beautifully balanced with 
a refreshing crispness 
and soft, round finish.
A Wine Enthusiast “Best 
Buy”, RELAX Riesling 
is a refreshing, crisp, 
authentically German 
Riesling. Slightly dry 
with an enticing fruity 
bouquet, it shows intense 
flavors of apples and 
peaches with a hint of 
citrus. Serve chilled.
Please contact David 
Herman & Son for 
promotional materials.

RELAX Pink 750ml
+774552 $10.00 Whsl

RELAX Riesling 750ml
+717708 $10.99 Whsl

1-877-737-0018
www.dhs-wine.com

http://www.vwwinemarketing.com
http://www.dhs-wine.com
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In any retail operation, the largest overhead 
cost is usually for staffing. Not only is payroll 
a regularly occurring expenditure, along with 
it are the additional associated costs of taxes, 
benefits, vacation, sick days, etc. Managers 
stressed by dropping margins might consider 
reducing payroll to improve cash flow, but this 
may be counter-productive. Less is not always 
better, as lower staffing levels can reduce 
effectiveness while increasing other risks such 
as loss due to theft. Over time, inferior service 
will result in sales decreases, prompting the 
need for additional labour reductions. This 
negative cycle will prove difficult to break.

Setting Minimum Staffing Levels

To avoid this paralyzing downward spiral, it 
is critical for operators to ensure that they 
are achieving the minimum effective labour 
cost for their business. This target will vary 
for each operation based on a variety of 
factors. A store could start by planning to 
schedule one salesperson per shift based on 
a predetermined amount of sales, and add a 
second person only when forecasted sales are 
going to exceed that amount. That amount will 
vary in each store, depending on the value of 
your average sale. 

However, loss prevention must also be 
considered. Although a small store may get 
away with one person being cashier and 
salesperson, that situation creates issues 
with theft since one individual would have 
difficulty watching the exit if they are assisting 
a customer with product selection.

The desired customer service level must also 
be considered, as minimum staffing levels 
make it difficult for staff to spend quality time 
giving advice, building relationships, and 
promoting customer loyalty. Industry averages 
provide a good starting point, but schedulers 
must consider the unique characteristics, 
service processes and objectives for their 
operation when determining minimum staffing 
levels. Sometimes, lower labour cost is not 
better.

Lowering 
Labour Costs 
Analyze staffing levels

Managing employees’ performance and controlling labour costs continue to 
demand a significant portion of management’s attention. Fueled by increasing 
minimum wages, labour scarcity, and hyper competition for talented staff, 
operators are finding it increasingly difficult to attract and retain strong 
employees. Paying wage premiums as well as lower team performance and 
productivity have resulted in higher payroll costs, cuts to staffing levels, and 
inferior customer service. 

by David Swanston
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Contingency Staffing

Scheduling managers should avoid 
contingency staffing. Often, businesses 
schedule employees at certain levels “just in 
case”. Some of the examples include “just in 
case the store gets an early rush”, or “just in 
case the cashier can’t handle the long line-
up”. Managers must track business volumes 
and schedule at levels that reflect what they 
reasonably expect, not what might happen. 
Staff and managers can always be stretched 
to get through unexpected busy periods, but 
significant amounts of money are often wasted 
with staff working well below capacity as they 
wait for business that might happen.

Start and Stop Times

Adjust your start and stop times. Many 
operators by convention schedule staff 
to start on the hour or half hour. Business 
normally doesn’t follow these time periods, 
so it is illogical and costly to schedule staff 
this way. Employees often start their shift at 
slower times and get gradually busier or wait 
until every customer has finished or the store 
closes before they leave. Adjusting start and 
stop times to reflect ten- or fifteen-minute 
increments will allow managers to better match 
the number of staff scheduled throughout 
the day with actual sales flows. These small 
efficiencies will add up to large savings over 
time and will have minimal impacts on service 
levels.

When extra staff is needed on scheduled 
delivery days, an employee could be brought in 
for a few hours to handle the receiving, storing, 
and stocking of the goods rather than being 
scheduled for a full shift. 

Making Schedule Adjustments

Once schedules have been rationalized 
and a new labour plan is implemented, 
management must still be prepared to monitor 
and make adjustments on the fly based on 
actual business conditions. This may involve 
starting an employee early to help with an 
unexpected rush, calling extra staff during 
holiday periods or when receiving deliveries, 
or keeping someone later should business 
volumes warrant it.

Calculating Variances

Labour variance reports can be used to 
measure the effectiveness of management’s 
response to business fluctuations and to 
facilitate future schedule adjustments. 
Forecast sales and labour targets, based on 

the posted schedule, can be calculated for 
each day of the week. Following each business 
day, the actual sales and labour expenditure 
(including full labour costs) can be determined 
and compared to the targets. 

The resulting variances will reveal the 
effectiveness of management to react to 
actual business fluctuations that deviate from 
the norm. If sales were lower than expected, 
did management take steps to cut staff 
accordingly? If sales were above forecast, 
was management able to achieve a less than 
proportional increase in labour? Not only can 
this be evaluated for the whole operation, it can 
also be quantified for each staffing function to 
help target areas for improvement.

Reducing Turnover

In reality, your staff might be your largest 
non-product cost, but they are also your 
biggest asset. It has been estimated that the 
cost of employee turnover - including hiring, 
training, and limited productivity - can range 
from 20-30% of an employee’s salary. Even 
though you’re trying to lower overall labour 
costs, ensure you pay your staff fairly and 
offer good benefits so you can retain good 
employees. Retention is often more correlated 
to how employees are treated and their level of 
satisfaction than pay levels.

Maintaining Customer Satisfaction

Efforts to lower labour costs will be wasted if 
they result in decreases in staff performance 
and customer satisfaction. Management must 
set the context for the new labour model by 
establishing and maintaining high service 
standards. Setting the bar high for customer 
service - and not accepting less - will create 
a culture that promotes productivity and high 
performance. With staffing set at appropriate 
levels, not only will labour cost be reduced, 
but employees will be busy, productive and 
positive. These steps will be the foundation for 
long-term profitability and superior service, 
and will provide operators with a sustainable 
competitive advantage. 

David Swanston is a Hospitality and Foodservice 
Consultant and Principal of Focused Industry Training 
Seminars. He is a faculty member at the University 
Of Toronto Department Of Management and is an 
instructor at other major Canadian university business 
schools. Since 1997 he has helped a wide variety of 
organizations develop and launch new concepts, turn 
around troubled operations, and improve sales, profits, 
controls and efficiency. He welcomes any comments. 
Contact him directly at 905.331.6115 or contactsmc@
swanstonconsulting.ca

Significant amounts of money are often wasted with staff 
working well below capacity.[ ]
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Ask the AGLC Expert

Question: Why can’t I return product to Connect Logistics, except in 
special circumstances?

Answer: Connect Logistics Services (Connect) is unable to receive 
returns, other than those specifically permitted, for a variety of reasons.

As the warehouse operator for the Alberta Gaming & Liquor Commission 
(AGLC), Connect distributes liquor to retailers throughout the province, 
but Connect doesn’t own the actual product being distributed. The 
sales transaction is between the retailer and the AGLC (and, ultimately, 
the liquor agency). Product in the warehouse is owned by agencies, so 
decisions regarding returns impact agencies directly. 

As a result, Connect is not able to accept returns of merchandise except 
in specific instances defined in AGLC liquor policy. Please refer to the 
Retail Liquor Store Handbook, Section: 5.12.1 and 5.12.2 for more details, as 
well as the 2015 Connect handbook. As a general rule, all purchases made 
through Connect Logistics (Connect) are considered to be “final sales”. 

In special cases, a request to return product may be considered in the 
event of an ordering error provided the error is reported to Connect 
within 48 hours of product delivery, and the agency supports the return. 
Keep in mind, if ordering errors occur on a regular basis, the return 
request may be denied.

Following are reasons why the policy exists:

• Alberta’s liquor distribution system is not designed to support
reverse logistics on a large scale. Allowing liquor retailers to return
liquor product to Connect other than for the specific reasons currently
permitted would drive up the cost to operate the liquor distribution
system. This cost is ultimately passed on to the consumer through price
increases or negatively impacts the retailer’s bottom line.

• Allowing the return of liquor products to the warehouse beyond what
is specifically permitted in policy would create challenges for liquor
agencies. Such a change would enable retailers to return ownership of
“old stock” or seasonal products back to liquor agencies. In turn, liquor
agencies may encounter challenges in moving these products to other
retailers because the retailer’s window to sell the product prior to it
being stale-dated or out-of-season is reduced.

• Returns for no specific reason may create an opportunity for some
retailers, with the financial ability to do so, to “over-buy” in order to
restrict access to available inventory to other licensees - and then return 
the excess later.

In Alberta’s privatized liquor model, it’s a retailer’s business decision 
as to how much of each product to purchase. Retailers can and should 
purchase product in quantities that are right for their businesses. If 
retailers over-order certain products, they may have to discount it for 
sale if required.

http://www.profitek.com
http://www.albertalocksolid.com
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spiritSpotlight

Flavoured Rum

Flavouring spirits is not a new invention. Long, 

long ago, it was figured out that aging raw 

spirits in wood mellowed the harsher flavours 

and increased both the quality of the beverage 

and the price you could get for it. In addition 

to aging spirits, which is a time-intensive 

process and an expensive one, many spirits 

benefit from the addition of flavouring agents 

- whether it’s botanicals such as juniper or

coriander in the case of gin, or using spices

such as cloves or other flavourings like vanilla

in certain rums.

No one is quite certain when it happened 

or who was responsible for making the first 

spiced rum, but most likely it stemmed from 

the rum rations granted to sailors in the 1700s. 

While sailors have long had a reputation for 

hard drinking, the rum ration granted to the 

sailors of several navies could probably have 

used some improvement to their flavour. 

Prolonged aging was probably out of the 

question onboard the ships, so it was likely 

that sailors found some advantage in adding 

a little something extra to their grog - such as 

lemon or lime juice added to combat scurvy. 

While drinking onboard the ship beyond their 

rations was frowned upon, sailors probably 

developed a taste for rum when on leave. It’s 

possible that sailors working on the spice 

routes had access to an assortment of exotic 

spices such as vanilla, cinnamon, orange peel, 

cloves, and more. 

Most spiced rums are made with basic, 

unaged rums that are coloured and flavoured. 

However, several brands are using some aged 

spirit in their blends, as the mellower, rounder 

flavours of aged rum can provide better flavour 

integration with the seasonings. 

Flavoured rums are a more recent development 

- at least commercially available bottlings.

They are most cost-effective to make with 

synthetic flavourings or a combination of 

natural and artificial flavours. While rum 

could be made with almost any flavour, most 

producers focus on tropical flavour profiles. 

Various berry flavours, coconut, vanilla, or 

citrus dominate the offerings on liquor store 

shelves, and rather than being a good addition 

to a hot toddy, flavoured rums seem to be best 

for the daiquiri, Mai Tai, and Planters Punch 

assortment of refreshing cocktails. Most are 

made with unaged, or lower-quality rums 

where any harsh characters can be masked 

by various flavouring components, including 

sugar. 

There are about 100 different flavoured or 

spiced rums currently available in the Alberta 

market. Overall, rum category sales have 

grown 3.6% as of December 2015 over the 

previous year, while flavoured rum was up 

11.2% over 2014 as of October. Spiced rums are 

most likely being helped by a few prominent 

brands being marketed effectively and 

reaching new consumers, while the flavoured 

brands face stiff competition from within the 

category. New entries to the category tend 

to have to compete on price or on quality, 

and this can be an onerous prospect for a 

newcomer. 

So what are consumers looking for in their 

flavoured rum? Flexibility and mixability are 

going to be first and foremost. These aren’t 

really rums made to be served neat or with a 

press of water, but rums for use in cocktails of 

all styles and stripes. Spiced rums work very 

well in hot cocktails, but also with flavours 

such as coffee, chocolate, and anywhere a 

little vanilla or cinnamon flavour would work. 

The various flavoured rums seem destined 

for umbrella drinks or slushy cocktails while 

the flavour base should probably be selected 

for the flavour profile the consumer is looking 

for. Berry-flavoured rum might work with 

strawberry or other complementary flavours 

in the cocktail, while the classic coconut rum 

might just be the perfect foundation for a piña 

colada - and getting caught in the rain. 

by Tom Firth
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Alberta Liquor Industry 
Conference Recap

Key Note Luncheon

The Irv Kipnes Award for Excellence in Retailing, Liquor 

Lodge

ALSA’s Ivonne Martinez and Minister Joe CeciKeynote Speaker - Hon. Joe Ceci, President of Treasury 

Board and Minister of Finance

Don Eby Memorial Service Award Winner Natasha 

Susylinski

Don Eby Memorial Service Award Winner Brian Launier
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Alberta Liquor Industry 
Conference Recap

Education in Retailing Award, Baseline Wine & Spirits

Edmonton Zone Retailer of the Year, Centre 149 Liquor

Q&A with Bill Robinson, AGLC

Calgary Zone Retailer of the Year, Kensington Wine 

Market

Awards Reception

Northern Zone Retailer of the Year, Original Beach Corner 

Store

IVSA new product tasting salon

AGLC exhibit

Sponsor displays

North Zone Retailer of the Year, CJ’s Liquor
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When a book store closed in an antique brick building, Medicine Hat store owner Bob 
Wallace immediately saw the potential. “It was vacant a long time and it bothered me. 
I thought, ‘Why not put in a liquor store?’” Bob, president of the Wallace Group, had 
already opened Southwest Liquor Store in an old BMO bank building in 2009. Soon after, 
his son Patrick joined the company as vice president, and in 2011 and 2012, the father-son 
duo built and launched Crossroads Liquor Store and Time Out Convenience store in 
rapid succession. 

by Kathy Eccles
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Aberdeen Spirits
Award-winning Décor and Customer Service 
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Patrick wasn’t keen when his dad first approached him with the idea 
of opening a fourth store. “I had spent three or four years in constant 
construction; I didn’t want to do another store.” Bob didn’t give up 
though. About six months later, he called Patrick and spoke to his 
wife Amanda. She said, “Take me over, I want to look at it.” That was 
a game-changer, according to Patrick. “I couldn’t say no to my father 
and my wife,” he laughs, adding, “She had a vision for things.” In 2013, 
the family opened Aberdeen 
Spirits in the revamped brick 
building at Aberdeen Shopping 
Centre. 

In October this year, the store 
hit the news. The Alberta 
Liquor Store Association 
named Aberdeen Spirits the 
Southern Retailer of the Year, 
which includes the area south 
of Red Deer, except Calgary. It’s 
an impressive accolade for the 
two-year old store, which at 800 
sq ft, defies the notion that size 
matters.

Bob explains, “We talked to the 
reps who voted for us, and we 
received the award based on both customer service and décor.” 
He credits Supervisor Susan Chrone for creating the welcoming 
atmosphere that customers enjoy at Aberdeen Spirits. “Susan is the 
friendliest person on the planet. She knows half the customers by 
name, and that adds a lot.” 

The store’s updated décor was another factor in the ALSA award. 
Starting with a location that was old and run-down, the vision for the 
renovation was to restore the brick in the 1910 building to its original 
beauty. While Amanda provided creative design ideas, Patrick and 
Bob handled construction, taking a pragmatic approach. Patrick 
stresses, “We’re utilitarian thinkers; we want to make sure it works.”

They handled all the renovations themselves over a two-month time 
frame. There were complications, including a three-week delay after 
Patrick broke his femur. Several formidable layers of old flooring had 
to be painstakingly removed before the original hardwood could be 
revealed. When old lath and plaster walls were demolished to reach 
the brick underneath, soot and smoke damage from a decades-old fire 
was uncovered. Bob cleaned the soot off the bricks with a toothbrush. 
“That brick wall probably hadn’t been seen for 75 years,” he says of 
the painstaking task.  

Aberdeen Spirits’ tin ceiling is another striking feature of the store. 
The ultra-thin tin tiles were ordered from Florida, and when they 

arrived, Patrick says their looks were deceiving. “The tiles were 
stacked and only a couple of inches high, but they weighed 1,000 
lbs. There were about 25 tiles to an inch, and on the ceiling they look 
great!”  

“The ceiling tiles put the décor over the top,” notes Bob, who adds that 
customers remark that the store has a San Francisco or Boston feel to 

its look. Adding a personal 
touch to the store’s interior 
design, Bob hung a piece of 
his own artwork - a colourful 
piece that caught his eye 
at a restaurant in Puerto 
Vallarta, Mexico.   

Business at Aberdeen Spirits has been growing steadily, mostly 
through word-of-mouth. Since the store’s ALSA recognition was 
in the newspapers, Bob reports “Sales have risen continuously. It’s 
just amazing.” While the store might be small, the selection it carries 
appeals to the densely-populated local neighbourhood. To ensure 
this appeal, Patrick explains, “We use our experiences from the other 
stores as a testing ground.” Customers at Aberdeen Spirits can find 
all the economy and premium beers as well as popular wines and 
spirits common to all three of the Wallace Group‘s liquor stores, albeit 
in smaller quantities. 

Oddly, at Aberdeen Spirits there have been about a dozen recent 
requests for pickle vodka. “There’ve been no requests for it at the 
other stores. Aberdeen Spirits is different,” Patrick observes. “It’s 
a unique product, so it took forever to come. We were lucky to get 
a couple of cases.” Add a bit of luck to great customer service and 
stand-out décor, and Aberdeen Spirits comes up winning.

The Alberta Liquor Store AssN 
named Aberdeen Spirits  
the Southern  
Retailer of  
the Year
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These days, she’s more worried about the 

spate of burglaries that has hit Alberta liquor 

stores, midnight smash-and-grabs that she 

blames on a faltering economy and the loss of 

jobs in the oil patch. Still, shoplifting is a major, 

and expensive, problem for all retailers and 

especially liquor stores. The Retail Council of 

Canada notes that retail crime costs Canadian 

store owners approximately $4 billion a year, 

and the Global Retail Theft Barometer reports 

that wine and spirits are the most likely items 

to be stolen in the food and beverage category.

Anyone can be a shoplifter. It’s just as likely 

to be the guy in the expensive suit checking 

out the single malts as it is the jean-jacketed 

kids horsing around by the beer cooler. As 

Hemmerling notes, “It’s surprising who 

steals from you. It can even be your regular 

customers, and one day they put a mickey 

in their pocket.” In fact, the US National 

Association for Shoplifting Prevention notes 

that one in every 11 people is a shoplifter, and 

they will very likely buy and steal your products 

in the same visit. 

So how do you protect yourself and stop your 

profits from walking out the front door?

Loss Prevention by Design

Professional or amateur, shoplifters are most 

likely to target small items they can tuck in 

a pocket, purse, or backpack when no one’s 

looking. So someone has to be looking all 

the time. That’s not so easy when you have 

something blocking your view. Take a look 

around your store. Are there clear sightlines 

from the till? Do high shelves block certain 

areas? Are there shadowy corners you just 

can’t see? The first order of loss prevention is 

to get rid of those blind spots. For that you may 

StopPING Theft

As far as Julie Hemmerling is concerned, preventing loss from shoplifting is 
pretty straightforward: it’s simply good service. “We do what we do. We greet 
customers, we say hello,” says the owner-manager of CJ’s Liquor Store in 
Whitecourt. “You watch the customers. You see if they’re looking for something, 
or you see if they’re shady. You watch their eyes. And you just kind of know.”

by Joanne Sasvari

How to Prevent Shoplifters from 
Stealing Your Profits
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need to install security mirrors, better lighting, 

and lower shelving units. 

Also, keep your store neat and well-organized, 

with products lined up along the edge of 

the shelves so you can tell immediately if 

something is missing, suggests Los-Angeles-

based security expert Chris McGoey, founder 

of the website CrimeDoctor.com. Move small 

items away from the exits. Put them behind 

the cash register, lock them in a case, or use 

tethers, cables, or secure hooks that require 

a salesperson’s assistance to open. And 

make sure to place the checkout where every 

customer will have to pass it when exiting.

Putting Technology to Work

Technology offers a huge array of solutions 

for retail theft, some more effective than 

others. According to the Global Retail Theft 

Barometer, the most effective are electronic 

article surveillance (EAS) or radio-frequency 

identification (RFID) devices, which include 

labels, bottle locks and tags that will set off 

an alarm if the thief takes them through a 

checkpoint. True, some professionals have 

found ways to defeat these, but they will still 

deter most shoplifters.

Somewhat less effective, but still useful, 

are CCTV cameras. The American-based 

company Loss Prevention Systems Inc. notes 

that cameras are only reactive, not proactive, 

and shoplifters rarely worry about them 

because they know few stores have enough 

staff to monitor them. Cameras are, however, 

useful for deterring employee theft (which 

costs retailers more than shoplifting), and can 

provide crucial evidence in the rare instance 

that a theft or burglary results in an arrest. 

$4 BILLION/yr

$10 mILLION/day

Retail crime costs Canadian 

store owners approximately

Canadian retailers are losing

to shrinkage

http://www.ab.bluecross.ca
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[ ]Move small items away from the exits. Put them behind the cash register, 
lock them in a case, or use tethers, cables, or secure hooks.  

Bring In the Professionals

Any security expert will tell you the same 

thing: Unless you are a trained security guard, 

don’t confront a thief. It’s not worth the risk. 

Instead, report the incident to the police. 

That’s not always so easy.

According to the US-based National 

Association for Shoplifting Prevention, on 

average, habitual shoplifters steal 1.6 times 

a week, are caught every 48th time they steal, 

and are only turned over to police half of those 

times. No wonder the corporate consulting 

firm PwC estimates Canadian retailers are 

losing $10 million a day to shrinkage (including 

external, employee, and vendor theft). Those 

costs are passed on to consumers at an 

estimated $200 per person, per year. Call it a 

theft tax.

Meanwhile, Canada is experiencing a growing 

problem with organized retail crime. The 

Canadian Security Intelligence Service has 

reported that approximately 950 organized 

retail crime groups are operating in this 

country. They get away with it because of low 
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Loss Prevention Do’s 
and Don’ts
These are the top tips for preventing shoplifting and other 

thefts, according to the Retail Council of Canada’s Retailer’s 

Guide Loss Prevention issue:

Don’t let crooks feel anonymous.

Do deliver in-your-face customer service.

Don’t hide your security.

Do let the criminals know you’re watching.

Don’t get flustered at the cash register.

Do take transactions one at a time.

Don’t drop your defences outside your door.

Do be vigilant when entering and exiting the store.

Don’t play the hero when confronting thieves.

Do follow safe loss prevention practices.

Don’t leave large amounts of cash in the register.

Do minimize exposed cash.

Don’t stereotype.

Do treat all thieves equally.

Most importantly, the Guide says, “Watch customers’ eyes as 

they enter the store. Normal customers look for sale items, 

flyers and carts, while thieves look for staff.”

reporting rates and laughably small penalties 

(typically a fine or probation at worst, and 

exceedingly rarely, a two-year prison sentence 

for a repeat offender). This is why the Retail 

Council of Canada has long been demanding 

longer sentences for retail crimes.

Ironically, in some cases, penalties for 

reporting a crime can be worse than for 

committing one! Canada’s privacy laws place 

severe restrictions on what information 

retailers can share about criminals, and in 

the US especially, retailers have faced serious 

lawsuits for “allegations of false arrest, 

false imprisonment, malicious prosecution, 

excessive use of force, and assault,” notes 

McGoey.

The solution, then, rests with prevention.

Provide Good Service

One of the best ways to prevent shoplifting is 

with attentive customer service. The online 

retail expert Shopify.ca suggests that it starts 

by greeting each customer, so they are aware 

of your presence, and then ensuing that you 

have enough floor staff to help legitimate 

customers while watching others for 

suspicious activity. 

It’s also a good idea to get to know your 

customers. According to the US Loss 

Prevention Research Council, slightly more 

than half of habitual shoplifters say they 

usually steal from stores near where they live 

or work. Chances are, they’ve been in your 

store before, and will be again. 

McGoey reminds us that “Shoplifters come 

in all shapes and sizes, ages and sexes, and 

vary in ethnic background, education, and 

economic status. Some shoplifters steal 

for the excitement, some steal out of desire, 

some steal for need, some steal out of peer 

pressure, and some steal because it is simply 

a business transaction to them.”

But no matter why they steal, you don’t want 

them stealing from you. The time to stop it is 

now.

http://www.halometrics.com
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Thresholds are in place for frequency of 

delivery to reduce costs. For example, delivering 

200 cases on one order is significantly more 

efficient than delivering 100 cases twice during 

the same week. This principle reveals why a 

retailer must exceed 450 cases ordered in 36 or 

more weeks a year in order to qualify for multiple 

order days per week. Retailers may request an 

order day review at any time if they believe they 

qualify for additional order days. Consult the 

Connect Retail Handbook for full details.

Maintaining Consistency

A liquor retailer’s order day (or days) is also 

structured and consistent each week. This 

program reduces variability in sales volume 

between days of the week and helps group 

together stores in the same geographic region. 

Connect assigns order days, taking into account 

the most efficient staffing plan for the operation 

to pick orders and the best delivery route. 

Retailers can request specific delivery days, 

but they may not always be accommodated 

depending on those considerations. 

Occasionally, retailers request a standing 

delivery time each week. We do our best to have 

a consistent time every week, but with volume 

peaks and valleys throughout the year, retailers 

should expect some variability. For instance, in 

January the order sizes are small and ten orders 

fit on one delivery truck; in July, the same truck 

may only carry three orders. This variability in 

order size will cause fluctuations.

Supporting Us, Supporting You

The final key to efficient delivery is the support 

of retailers themselves. Deliveries for all stores 

would be more efficient and cost-effective if 

each store is prepared to accept their liquor 

order when it arrives. This includes having 

trained staff to properly receive the order, a 

receiving area that is clean and ready for the 

delivery (including snow removal), and pallets 

and empty kegs that are sorted and organized 

for return.  By working together, we can continue 

to ensure deliveries to Alberta’s liquor retailers 

are timely and efficient.

Stephen Dougans is Business Development Manager at 

Connect Logistics. Contact Connect Logistics Services 

at 780-418-6500 or 1-800-265-6784.

Connect keeps things rolling smoothly by hiring 

carriers that are capable, and reviewing their 

performance via a “carrier report card”. This 

report card includes a grade on daily delivery 

statistics against expectations, cataloging 

retailer comments and complaints (if any), and 

the frequency - as well as costs - of product 

delivery claims. The grade is reviewed with each 

carrier monthly and any specific issues noted 

need to be resolved immediately. 

Keeping Costs Down

Transportation costs are of great concern to 

retailers. In addition to ensuring service levels, 

Connect must manage the cost of operating 

the transportation network. Efficiency is 

key! Connect has policies that help to keep 

transportation and order processing costs low 

for the industry. These include a minimum case 

order, minimum thresholds for multiple delivery 

days, and structured order and delivery day(s) 

during the week. The minimum case order is 25 

cases. Carriers charge a minimum delivery fee 

per stop. The minimum order size ensures that 

deliveries are efficient. 

Connect Logistics Services (Connect) delivers 

hundreds of orders every week across the 

province; nearly 20 million cases for 2015!  

Below are just some of the ways we strive to 

make receiving your important order as easy 

as possible.

Making a Complicated System Easy to 

Navigate

Although orders are assembled and prepared 

by Connect in St. Albert, the actual delivery 

is directed through a transportation network 

made up of outside carriers contracted by 

Connect. For a liquor retailer, the complicated 

structure of the transportation network is 

simplified by a postage stamp delivery rate 

across the province and the centralized 

customer service (CS) centre at Connect. The 

postage stamp delivery rate simply means that 

regardless of your store’s location, the delivery 

fee per case will be consistent. Connect CS 

handles all questions or concerns with delivery, 

so a retailer only needs to contact Connect CS 

if there is an issue and they will deal with all 

other parties, including the carrier.

by Stephen Dougans

Liquor Deliveries from 
Connect Logistics Services
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Portugal - The Next Big Thing

Portugal is one of the last frontiers of modern wine. As with most of 

Europe, Portugal has a history of winemaking that goes back several 

thousand years. Most well-known internationally for its fortified Port 

wines, and to a lesser extent, Madeira, it is only recently that the country 

is regaining an international reputation for its table wines (currently 

there are about 350+ available in Alberta). Unlike most European 

countries, Portugal uses a host of uncommon or unusual indigenous 

grape varieties rather than those most familiar to North American wine 

drinkers. There are also 31 current DOCs (Controlled Denomination of 

Origin) producing wine in 14 different regions, crafting a wide range of 

wines. 

One drawback for Portuguese table wines on the world stage is the lack of 

definitive cuisine that is readily identifiable to consumers. Italian, French, 

and even Spanish cuisine is relatively well-known to wine drinkers and 

their wines pair easily with their foods. However, the Portuguese simply 

don’t have many recognizable dishes known to Canadians. The good 

news is that the Portuguese do love to eat, and a lot of what they eat 

would be right at home any night of the week for most Canadians. They 

enjoy a lot of seafood (primarily cod - called “bacalhao” in Portuguese) 

as well as pork, cheese, breaded or fried dishes, and poultry. On the 

whole, Portuguese cooking doesn’t involve a lot of processed foods. 

Simple and fresh ingredients are made into dishes that are not afraid of a 

little fat or richness. As a result, a lot of their wines can and do pair well 

with the foods Canadians enjoy - fresh and salt water fish, red meat and 

game of all types, and even the classic grilled cheese sandwich. 

Wines from some of the more common Portuguese regions available in 

Alberta are:

Vinho Verde

Vinho Verde comes from the Minho region just north of Porto in northern 

Portugal. Sadly, Vinho Verde is still shaking a several decades-old 

reputation for cheap plonk. These days, the wines are some of the finest 

whites to grace the table. Many still have some residual sweetness or 

a light effervescence. Modern (and some of the best) Vinho Verde are 

single varietal whites made from grapes like Alvarinho, Arinto, and 

Trajadura. Vinho Verde works well with fish, poultry (including turkey), 

and soups. 

Douro

Inland from Porto, the Douro region is only recently exporting significant 

quantities of high quality reds to our market. The winding river has carved 

out slopes that have been built up with terraces to allow viticulture. 

Though the fortified wines of the region are best known, the table wines 

are exciting and interesting. Grapes used are the same varieties as those 

used in Port, but it is the Douro blends that are often the tastiest wines. 

Food-wise, the Douro pairs well with ham, sausage or beef dishes, while 

the whites work with cod, cream sauces, and poultry. 

Dão and Bairrada

A hilly region in the centre-north of Portugal, the Dão region can be a 

difficult region to narrow down. Here in Alberta, we are seeing some 

producers, but not a lot. The white Encruzado grape is garnering 

attention along with well-balanced Touriga Nacional and other red ones. 

Sheep, duck, and full-flavoured cheeses work well with these wines. 

Seaward from the Dão region, Bairrada seems to be best known for its 

use of Baga - an incredibly difficult grape to work with that can age for 

decades. The region does see some international grapes, but also the 

white grapes of Arinto and Maria Gomez. Food-wise, these wines pair 

well with pork, goat, and lamb dishes.

Tejo and Lisboa

Although they are still a little uncommon to our market, these coastal 

and near coastal areas are well suited for varied agriculture and wine 

making. Single DOC Tejo produces a number of softer, more quaffable 

wines suitable for ready drinking, while Lisboa is made up of 9 smaller 

DOCs making a range of wines. Several regions use more international 

grapes such as Syrah or Chardonnay, but several are using Portuguese 

varieties as well. Enjoy these wines with seafood and poultry dishes as 

well as custards and desserts.

Alentejo

A large region in the southern half of Portugal, the Alentejo is a “hot” 

spot (pun intended) for some well-made reds and a few whites available 

in Alberta. This region is also well-known for its cork industry. Beef and 

pork are on the menu in the region but charcuterie, tomato sauces, and 

turkey or chicken are solid matches with these wines. The red grapes of 

Aragonez and Trincadeira as well as the white grape Arinto are worth 

trying from this region.

photo and article by Tom Firth wine report
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Vines-Riverbend Wine Merchants, a 

specialty wine and spirit boutique in 

Edmonton, takes the idea of event hosting to 

heart. Owner David Gummer explains, “It’s 

a huge part of what we do. It garners a lot of 

loyalty when you educate your clientele.” He 

and his partners - and a knowledgeable staff 

of sommeliers and International Sommelier 

Guild (ISG) diploma graduates - believe 

in sharing their passion and expertise in 

wine and spirits. The store hosts in-store 

seminars and tastings, and partners with 

charities to host signature, high-profile 

events.

Seven years ago, Vines-Riverbend Wine 

Merchants joined with the MS Society of 

Canada to launch the Edmonton Whisky 

Festival, which attracts whisky distillers, 

experts, and master blenders from around 

the world. “We capped out at 600 people the 

last three years, and poured 175 different 

whiskies. It’s the premiere whisky event 

in Edmonton,” Gummer enthuses. Last 

year, the festival raised $50,000 for the 

MS Society. It also raised the profile and 

prestige of Vines-Riverbend as presenting 

sponsor. It’s an ideal tie-in for a store that is 

strong on sales of single malt Scotch. 

Hosting special events offers opportunities 

to stand out from the competition. Gummer 

notes, “We have a lot of mammoth big box 

stores in our backyard.” To differentiate 

themselves, Vines-Riverbend hosts 

international tastings with coveted 

winemakers. This year, the store held a 

Pinot Noir tasting with Oregon’s Bethel 

Heights Vineyards, welcomed owners from 

Italy’s Tommasi Wines, and hosted Tuck 

Beckstoffer, proprietor of Tuck Beckstoffer 

Wines from California, which Gummer calls 

“a crazy big deal”.

Hosting Special 
Events
Benefit From Face Time 
with Customers

Technology can’t replace the enduring appeal of connecting with people face-
to-face. For that reason, hosting special events remains a powerful, time-tested 
way to attract new customers and increase loyalty from your existing client base.

by Kathy Eccles

David Gummer & Sparky Marquis. Photo courtesy of Vines Wines Merchants
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Gummer confirms, “They’re our biggest 

days of the year. People like them a lot.” 

Vines-Riverbend staff rely on an opt-in 

email list of 8,000 customers to get the 

word out about their special events, and 

rarely receive unsubscribe requests - an 

Open houses are held three times a year - 

at Christmas, in the spring, and during the 

store’s fall anniversary. Top agents and 

importers attend and the store typically 

pours about 30 different small lot wines. 

The open houses are standing room only. 

Once a customer becomes more like a friend, they come to you because 
they trust you and your opinion.[ ]

indication that interest among customers is 

high. “People want to come in and interact. 

And this kind of experience you don’t get 

online.”  After 11 years of setting up chairs 

and tables and taking them down after 

tastings, the store is expanding in January 

and adding a permanent tasting area to 

accommodate in-store events.  

At family-owned Bottega Wines and 

Spirits in Calgary, brothers Michael and 

Gianmarco Gloria opened their downtown 

store just 18 months ago, and are already 

hosting in-store events and tastings for 

their clients. “It definitely promotes loyalty 

and brings new people in when they hear 

you’re pouring a type of scotch or wine and 

come in to try it,” Michael explains. With 

a customer base ranging in age from 28 to 

65, the store’s approach is informal, with 

invitations to tastings posted on Twitter 

and sent by email every few months on 

a random basis. On Halloween, Bottega 

invited customers in for chocolates and 

candies, and opened a few bottles of Scotch 

for tasting. Michael stresses, “It’s a way 

for us to get to know our customers and to 

give them a taste of what they like and don’t 

like. Once a customer becomes more like a 

friend, they come to you because they trust 

you and your opinion.” 

Michael Gloria, Bottega Wines and Spirits.  Photo courtesy of Bottega Wines and Spirits

http://www.canadiangrowler.ca
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The brothers are poised to open a new 3,000 sq ft tasting area in 

2016 that will accommodate more than 100 people. The new tasting 

room will provide options for hosting events with charities, bringing 

in guest winemakers, and creating a more formal tasting schedule. 

Michael stresses, “Special events and tastings help develop a 

community with you, your store, and your different clients. They’re a 

huge part of business and show loyalty to your customers as much 

as they show loyalty to you.”   

In the smaller market of Sylvan Lake, Bottoms Up Cold Beer & Liquor 

Store hosts special promotional events in partnership with popular 

brands. The store’s customer base changes with the seasons, 

from mostly locals in the winter to a summer boom of tourists and 

cottagers. To attract both crowds, the store holds contests. Manager 

Raven Sterne describes, “We do draws with the companies, and 

this year the prizes were a bike, speakers, and a patio set.” The 

promotional event worked. Sterne confirms that “A lot of people 

came in for the draw and to buy product.” 

Wine Cavern in Lethbridge holds popular Ladies’ Nights six times a 

year. It’s an opportunity to showcase an impressive wine and spirits 

selection, along with its collection of Waterford crystal and Riedel 

giftware. The store pours 18 to 20 different wines, serves food, and 

finishes up with a fortified Shiraz, flavoured vodka or dessert wine, 

served with dessert from the local Crazy Cakes bakery. The $40 to $50 

ticket price includes a gift. Guests were pleasantly surprised at the 

last event. “We charged $50 and gave them four Waterford glasses 

that retail for $80. They thought they were only getting one,” Owner 

Shaun Peacock recalls. The Ladies’ Nights typically attract 25 to 35 

women out to have fun. “It gets new people in the store and we give 

them glassware that many of them collect and can only get in one 

place,” he describes. 

Wine Cavern regularly tweets and posts on Facebook about upcoming 

events to pique customer interest and draw them into the store for 

tastings of seasonal and specialty products, including an attention-

getting fall beer tasting of New Belgium Pumpkick and Clown Shoes 

Chocolate Sombrero. 

Specific Alberta Gaming & Liquor Commission (AGLC) rules apply 

to special events hosted by licensed liquor stores. Gummer of Vines-

Riverbend Wine Merchants comments, “You need to be careful 

of some things when hosting events with food when you’re not a 

licensed restaurant. Serving a bit of cheese, bread and charcuterie 

is not an issue.” For more on AGLC special event guidelines, go 

to Section 8.1 Product Promotions at www.aglc.ca/pdf/handbooks/

liquor_licensee_handbook.pdf.

Ladies’ Night is an opportunity to showcase an 
impressive wine and spirits selection, along with its 
collection of Waterford crystal and Riedel giftware.  [ ] Special Event Hashtags

When hosting in-store events, there are different ways to utilize hashtags to draw attention 

to your store and your event.  Use them alone or together to reach more people and join the 

conversation!

Worldwide occasion-specific:

Robbie Burns Day #robbieburnsday for Scotch

Beaujolais Nouveau @beaujolaisday for Beaujolais Nouveau release day

Cinco De Mayo #cincodemayo for Tequila

Events to coincide with established twitter chats:

Host a tasting of: 

Wines from Sonoma - #sonomachat  on Wednesday Nights

Wines from BC - #bcwinechat on Wednesday nights

Wines from Ontario - #ONWinechat on Wednesday night

Beer - #beerchat on Thursday

Engagement based on where you are or where the product is from or a new product release:

#yegbeer #yycwine #ymmbeer 

#aussiewine #winesofspain #nswine

#newinalberta  #justarrived

General hashtags that can work in all kinds of circumstances:

#albeerta

#craftbeer

#winewednesday

#wineoclock

#winelover

#thirstythursday

#cocktail

Courtesy of Wine Cavern

http://www.aglc.ca/pdf/handbooks/
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Park Distillery Vanilla Vodka from 100% family-farmed Alberta grain 

is infused 3 weeks with a Madagascar vanilla bean to create a spirit 

reminiscent of old-style vanilla ice cream. It’s buttery and smooth in 

texture, and slightly sweet. 750ml  $39.88  +778211  Also available from 

Banff’s newly opened Park Distillery is Glacier Rye, Classic Vodka, Chili 

Vodka, and Expresso Vodka.

Crown Royal Northern Harvest Rye has been named World Whisky 

of the Year 2016 by Jim Murray, whisky connoisseur and author of the 

annual Jim Murray’s Whiskey Bible. This blended Canadian whisky is 

medium amber colour; offering aromas of baking spice, vanilla, cooked 

apple/pear and rye bread, with notes of pepper, caramel and apricot. 

It’s delicately sweet, creamy and rounded, with flavours of sweet spice, 

pepper, vanilla, butterscotch, toasted nut, and caramel.   750ml  $30.37 

wholesale  +774762

2nd Chance Wheat Whiskey is one of three new whiskeys from 

Sonoma County Distilling Company, where every level of production 

is handled in-house. 2nd Chance starts with a foundation of unmalted 

wheat, paired with malted rye that is then twice direct-fire distilled. It’s 

bright and smooth.  750ml  $68.19  wholesale  +775574

AK-47 Vodka is an award-winning Russian spirit made of 70% corn and 

30% rice, and seven-times distilled. It offers aromas of clay, straw, and 

pepper with a silky, dry light-to-medium body and a rice candy, pepper 

and dried tropical accented finish. 500ml  $22.89 wholesale  +761316

Beer

New Products

what’s by Debbie Minke

Chronic Cellars Suite Petite combines 87% Petite Sirah with 13% 

Syrah. Accompanying the powerful purple colour are the aromas of cigar 

spice and meaty notes, finished with fresh cracked pepper. On the palate, 

taste blackberries, blueberries, and plum flavours with brown sugar and 

spiced notes. The finish is elegant with a silky texture and well-balanced, 

complex tannins. Unique and fun art labels make the bottles very eye-

catching.  750ml  $15.68 wholesale  +775881

Soho Sauvignon Blanc 2014 from New Zealand is full of youth and 

vigour, exuding a juicy lime and orange zest infusion. Ripe tropical stone 

fruits are balanced with a wonderful minerality, creating a pure and 

lingering finish.  750ml  $14.99 wholesale  +775418

Félicette Cats in Space White Blend celebrates France’s feline space 

traveller of the same name. The blend of 85% Grenache Blanc and 15% 

Viognier is pale yellow colour with green and luminous reflections. It 

has notes of exotic fruits and citrus on the nose, with hints of peach and 

nectarine. In the mouth, the wine is fresh and well-balanced with flowery 

notes.  750ml  $13.59  +775928

One Last Kiss 2012 is a red table wine made in a full-bodied style with 

notes of spicy cloves and blackberry fruit. This blend of Zinfandel, Pinot 

Noir, Mixed Port, Barbera, and Syrah is well balanced, and pairs well with 

barbeque meats or saucy pasta.  750ml  $15.00 wholesale  +771801

Okiwa Bay Pinot Noir 2013 is crafted in New Zealand by Highfield 

Estate. Enjoy raspberries and strawberries on the nose with a hint of 

vanilla and spice. This fruit-driven wine is packed with red berry and 

cherry flavours.  750ml  $18.00  wholesale  +773406

Green Truck Cabernet Sauvignon is made with organic grapes in 

Sonoma’s Mendocino County.  Savour supple cherry and fresh wild 

berries on the palate, which weave together with soft dry tannin for a 

balanced finish.  750ml  $19.30  773003

Chianti Classico Rocca di Castagnoli offers great complexity and 

structure. The aroma is intense, fruit-driven with cherry notes. Smooth 

tannins round out fresh berry flavours with vanilla and tobacco notes, 

giving great balance and medium body.  750ml $12.89 wholesale  +771626

Baron de Ley Reserva 2010 is a ruby-red Spanish beauty. On the nose 

it surprises you with its powerful fruity character mingled with hints 

of coconut, toffee, and wild herbs.  Enjoy the soft, supple flavours that 

extend across the palate to culminate in a long, lingering finish. 750ml  

$16.49 wholesale  +757122

Magnotta Iced Apple Cider is a dessert wine produced from 100% 

Ontario-grown apples. Vibrant aromas of McIntosh and Golden 

Delicious apples are combined with notes of nutmeg and allspice. It has 

a full-bodied, rich mouthfeel. 750ml  $30.13 wholesale  +774818

Beers from Belgium’s Castle Brewery Van Honsebrouck are now 

available in Alberta, including Abbey-style ales, (Kasteel), Sours (St. 

Louis), Flemish Browns (Bacchus) and more. Bacchus Frambozenbier 

is brewed using Bacchus Oud Bruin, which sets it apart from most 

raspberry beers that are based on lambic or geuze. It’s beautifully 

balanced between sour and sweet with aromas of sweet raspberries, 

malt and earthy yeast. It’s mild and slightly sour with hints of balsamic 

vinegar.  375ml  $5.42 wholesale  +775717

Demitri’s Ultimate Caesar Mix has 14 all-natural ingredients, 

masterfully balanced for delicious Bloody Marys and Caesars. Its fresh, 

zesty flavour has been winning awards for the last 25 years.  8 oz/236ml 

bottles, 6 per case  $39.00 wholesale  www.blazesbeans.com

WineSpirits

New?

http://www.blazesbeans.com
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ALSA is pleased to welcome the following new members: 

Crowfoot Wines & Spirits - Altadore, Calgary

Deer Park Liquor Store (Central Alberta Co-op), Red Deer

English Estates Liquor Store (Central Alberta Co-op), Lacombe

Great Canadian Liquor Company, Slave Lake

Liquor Depot at Genesis Lakes, Stony Plain

Liquor Depot Max at Manning Town Centre, Edmonton

Sobeys Liquor Bonnyville Main Street, Bonnyville

Sobeys Liquor Emerald Hills, Sherwood Park

Sobeys Liquor Rocky Mountain House, Rocky Mountain House

Sobeys Liquor Nolan Hills, Calgary

Spruce View Liquor Store (Central Alberta Co-op), Spruce View

Stettler Liquor (Central Alberta Co-Op), Stettler

Taylor Plaza Liquor (Central Alberta Coop), Red Deer

Congratulations to the following 2015 ALSA award recipients, who were 

honoured at the Alberta Liquor Industry Conference:

The Irv Kipnes Award for Excellence in Retailing Liquor Lodge, Jasper

Edmonton Zone Retailer of the Year  Centre 149 Liquor

Calgary Zone Retailer of the Year Kensington Wine Market

North Zone Retailer of the Year CJ’s Liquor, Whitecourt 

Central Zone Retailer of the Year Original Beach Corner Liquor, County of Parkland

South Zone Retailer of the Year Aberdeen Spirits, Medicine Hat

Don Eby Memorial Service Awards Bryan Launier, Molson Coors Canada

   Natasha Susylinski, Treasury Wine Estates

Education in Retailing Award Baseline Wine & Spirits, Sherwood Park

Chairman’s Award   John Vandenbroeke, Picture Butte

  

Congratulations to the Keg n Cork Liquor Company for being named 

Edmonton’s Top Liquor Store by the 2015 Top Choice Awards Survey.

NAMES IN THE NEWS
by Debbie Minke

http://www.alsaweb.ca
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• If the customer continues to complain, play 
on their sympathies by saying, “It could cost me 
my job” and point to the nearest CCTV camera.

• Once enough time has been spent explaining 
and the patron is unable to produce ID, ask him 
to leave. If necessary, request assistance from a 
supervisor or a co-worker. 

• Use empathy, and try not to get angry even if 
you are busy and other customers are waiting 
for service. 

• Document all refusals (date, time, reason and 
description of person) in your daily logbook. 

Dealing with Intoxication

If you are not sure if a person is intoxicated, 
never assume or tell them that they are drunk. 
Just ask questions, listen, and assess the 
situation before serving the person. Speak in 
a professional, confident, and firm voice. If you 
refuse service, tell the person you are unable to 
sell to him/her and use a lot of the same points 
previously mentioned - depending on the level 
of intoxication. They must leave the store and 
staff should suggest the person take a taxi and 
offer to call for one. Don’t forget to document 
this incident in your logbook and call police if 
you believe the person is driving (be sure to 
include a description of the person, the licence 
plate number, model and colour of the vehicle, 
and the direction the vehicle is travelling). 

Refusing service should always be done 
courteously and professionally. It will protect 
your business, your staff, and your clients.

Charlena Radic is President & CEO of Sting Investigations 
and can be reached at 1-877-717-8464.

Checking ID

Cashiers should make eye contact, smile, and 
ask the customer how they are doing. They can 
ask if customers found everything they were 
looking for. If an employee isn’t sure how old a 
person is, she should just ask for two pieces 
of ID (any persons under 25 must produce two 
pieces), be patient and respectful.  They should 
not ring in the order or serve the customer 
until they have seen proper ID. Staff should 
be sure to carefully examine ID, checking for 
authenticity, date of birth, and if required, ask 
verifying questions (date of birth, horoscope, 
address, have them sign, etc.). If the customer 
is unable to produce proper identification, then 
simply repeat the request. Always remain calm, 
professional, and courteous when dealing with 
customers.

Here are some tips to remember if you need to 
refuse service:

• Be aware of your body language - use friendly, 
non-threatening movements, gesture towards 
your “We ID” button or signage around the 
liquor store. 

• If the customer still appears to be getting 
upset, then you could say, “I apologize, but it’s 
my job to make sure you have two pieces of ID” 

• It is important to remain firm, friendly, and 
apologetic. “I’m really sorry, but there is nothing 
I can do.” Quoting the Liquor Act or the fines 
you and the liquor store would receive would 
work well here if needed.

Staff must use their observation skills (what 
they see, hear, smell, feel, etc.), and be highly 
vigilant of what is happening inside and outside 
your liquor store. 

All employees should use good communication 
skills: verbal (use appropriate volume, tone and 
ensure you are confident, friendly and assertive 
in manner), and non-verbal (eye contact, head 
nod, a smile, wave, etc.). The key to success is 
using a combination of both. Make eye contact, 
smile, and say hello to all customers within 
20 seconds of them entering your location 
(even if you’re busy with another customer!)  as 
people are more likely to comply and less likely 
to shoplift, commit robbery, try to purchase 
alcohol illegally (whether it be a minor, a 
bootlegger, or an intoxicated patron), or cause 
problems if they know staff are alert and actively 
doing their jobs. 

Staff should continually scan and monitor 
customer behaviour (body language, conduct) 
within the location. Ensure they are trained 
to recognize and diffuse potential problems; 
recognizing the signs of intoxication and 
refuse service; refusing service to minors; 
checking for proper ID; preventing shoplifting; 
preventing and responding to armed robbery 
or active shooter situations; handling medical 
emergencies; reporting incidents; and knowing 
how and when to make a 9-1-1 call. Always 
make sure your employees are trained to 
assess situations, develop a plan, and respond 
appropriately.

by Charlena Radic

Tips on Communicating with 
Customers & Refusing Service
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Beer Notes

Buried in the recent Alberta budget is a policy shift that is creating huge 
waves in the craft beer community. The change is related to the beer 
mark-up rate.

In short, the government shifted from a one-size-fits-all approach to one 
where local producers are given a price break. In the past, there were 
three mark-up rates for beer, set according to the size of the brewery, 
ranging from 20 cents for the smallest breweries, 51 cents for medium, 
to $1.20 for large breweries. A key component of this policy was that 
differential rates applied regardless of where the beer was made, 
meaning small Alberta breweries had the same mark-up as similar sized 
breweries from around the world.

The new budget kept the tiered approach. The lowest rate is now 10 cents 
per litre with increases to 30 cents, 55 cents and finally the full rate at 
$1.25 per litre. The new rates are graduated, meaning that they increase 

slowly as a brewery grows (a policy widely lauded as forward thinking). 
More importantly, the government announced the three lower rates 
would only apply to beer produced in Alberta, BC and Saskatchewan. All 
other locations would have the full $1.25 rate applied regardless of size.

This latter decision has sent shockwaves through the beer industry. 
Overnight, the price of many products jumped by as much as three 
dollars a six-pack. The price change for kegs was particularly stark, 
jumping as much as $50 to $75 for a 59-litre keg.

The government’s rationale for the policy is to spur the growth of local 
breweries. The feeling among Alberta breweries has long been that the 
playing field has been tilted against them. Alberta has the most open 
borders in the country. Fill out a two-page form and pay $50 and you can 
ship your beer to Alberta. In contrast, trying to get Alberta beer listed in 
BC, Ontario or Quebec is almost impossible.

It may seem odd that BC and Saskatchewan breweries were exempt 
from the new policy. That is explained by the fact that those provinces 
signed a free trade deal with Alberta called the New West Partnership. 
The government feared retaliation under the deal if they didn’t exempt 
those provinces.

In the days following the budget, there was much heated discussion 
about the consequences of the policy. It has only been a couple of 
months since the budget, but we can begin to see what the real impact 
might be. I have spoken to a variety of liquor store and pub owners, 
breweries and import agents to gauge the fallout.

Most breweries are taking it in stride. A few high-profile players have 
either pulled out of the market (Muskoka) or are threatening to do so 
(Steam Whistle). Most, however, are waiting to see the longer term 
effects. Liquor stores are, for the most part, passing the cost increase 
along to the customer, meaning some imports have jumped in price. 
Surprisingly, for many brands this has not led to a significant reduction 
in sales. Most remain fairly steady.

However, many store owners are making subtle shifts in their purchasing. 
They are placing smaller orders of the affected beer, and contemplating 
opening more shelf space for Alberta, BC and Saskatchewan beer.

In my opinion, the effects so far are muted because craft beer consumers 
are not particularly price sensitive. If they really enjoy a beer, they will 
purchase it even if it is two or three dollars more than the beer next to it. 
They may balk at a nine or ten dollar pint, but a twenty dollar six-pack is 
no big deal. Quality is more important than price point.

That said, over time the new policy will create a relative advantage for 
local beer that I believe will lead to a gradual growth in the amount of 
shelf space and taps for local brews. There won’t be a stampede that 
crushes imports. However, the government has shifted the playing field 
so that it now tilts ever so slightly towards local breweries. The mark-up 
rate incentivizes stocking local beer, which will slowly shift the shape of 
the market.

Liquor retailers should take note. There’s no need to panic, but over the 
long term there may be some interest in stocking greater quantities of 
local beer alongside those popular imports.

What Does the New Mark-up 
Regime Mean for Liquor 
Retailers?
by Jason Foster

http://www.barnetpos.com


Stand out from the SKU

With over 20,000 SKUs, how do yours stand out?

• Target 1,450 liquor store owners and managers

• Reach independent and chain stores

• Alberta’s only liquor store trade magazine

• Published quarterly for seasonal promotions

Contact 1-800-667-0955 or info@emcmarketing.com to make your SKU stand out.

www.emcmarketing.com/liquor-retailer
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